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DC District Council Today Unanimously Introduces 
Legislation to limit Police-ICE partnerships. Chants of 

"No More Arizonas!!!" 
CONTACT:    Sarahi Uribe, NDLON, 202-285-9673 or sarahi@ndlon.org & Marco 
Loera, 602-373-3859 

DATE:  May 4 
 
May 4, 2010, Washington, DC – Today Councilmembers Phil 
Mendelson, Jim Graham introduced the “Secure Communities Act of 
2010” with the unanimous support of the Council.  This is a 
groundbreaking bill that will prohibit the DC Metropolitan Police from 
sharing arrest and booking information with Immigration and Customs 
Enforcement. Last November, Chief Lanier signed a Memorandum of 
Agreement with ICE to implement the so-called "Secure 
Communities" program that forwards arrest and booking information 
of arrested individuals in the District regardless if they have not been 
found guilty of a crime or if their arrest is unlawful. 

“Contrary to its name, the Secure Communities program makes the 
public less safe by creating fear and mistrust of the police and 
undermining community policing” said Councilmember Phil 
Mendelson (D-At-large), the bill's primary author. "I'm proud that so 
many of my colleagues are joining me in introducing this bill to offer a 
strong counter-statement to the one recently made in Arizona. 

Arizona—a known testing ground for “Secure Communities” and other 
police-ICE partnerships—demonstrates the dangerous and 
disastrous consequences of the federal governmentsʼ devolution of 
their exclusive authority over immigration to local and state 
governments. Today the council chambers were filled with 
community, labor, and civil rights leaders as well as residents that 
supported the councilmemberʼs leadership in asserting the Cityʼs and 
the nationʼs values. 

Sarahi Uribe, from the National Day Laborer Organizing Network said 



she was hopeful the law would be replicated elsewhere, adding:  "The 
Secure Communities and 287g experiment gave rise to the disaster in 
Arizona, and it's now time for it to end." 

Said Jaime Contreras, Area Director for SEIU 32BJ and Chair of the 
MD/DC SEIU State Council, “We will not stand by and watch as our 
community is targeted. This is Washington DC, the capital of 
freedom. We commend the Council for introducing this bill.” 

Last week, advocates in Washington DC launched the “Uncover the 
Truth on Police and ICE Collaborations” (www.uncoverthetruth.org)—
a national campaign in fourteen cities to demand an end to the 
dangerous and disastrous police-ICE programs such as “Secure 
Communities.” Todayʼs bill introduction and ongoing community 
organizing have inspired other advocates throughout the country to 
do the same. 

"The Department of Homeland Security Secretary, Janet Napolitano, 
declared that she wants the Secure Communities program in every 
U.S. jail by 2013," said Mackenzie Baris, Director of DC Jobs with 
Justice. "Today our city is saying that we plan to stop it right here in 
the nation's Capitol." 
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